Google has announced an updated experience for accessing Gmail through a Web browser. These updates bring a modern look and new features.

The enhancements include:
- An added sidebar, allowing users to have today's calendar, Google Keep (which allows you to create, edit, and share notes), or Tasks (which allows you to keep a list of To-Do items) displayed in the same window with email
- A "snooze" option, allowing users to temporarily move emails out of the inbox and automatically bubble up later as a reminder
- Users can drag and drop emails into the Tasks sidebar to create a To-Do item.
- Interactive hovering -- users can see and open attachments, RSVP, archive a thread, or snooze an email by hovering over it without opening.
- While you are offline, you can access already downloaded emails and compose new emails that will be queued for sending when you are back online.

Beginning **Monday, 14 May**, members can opt to switch to the new interface by clicking the "gear" icon, and choosing "Try the new IEEE Mail." You have the ability to switch back to the classic interface by choosing "Go back to classic IEEE Mail" via the same menu.

Google has not yet announced a date for when the classic interface will no longer be available.

Note that these new features do not apply to the Gmail mobile app.

More information is available from Google [here](#).